THE COUNCIL BOOK EIGHT CHAPTER 9 WOMAN IN THE MOON

“I am your Moon. I am four and a half billion years old. When asteroids destroyed your
dinosaurs on planet Earth, it was a warning. The unpredictability of Nature is, actually, a definite
strategy. The human species depends on the natural world for its survival. Humans are not
superior to nature and animals.
You have recently acquired what you call an internet. Did you not know that trees have their own
underground communications network? If you have any questions about the human brain….just
ask a jellyfish or a four hundred year old shark. Regenerate is the word every animal uses.
Compared to trees and worms, humans don’t contribute that much to the global footprint on
planet Earth. The effect plants and animals have on your planet is uncontroversial. The human
species is responsible for the current danger to Earth’s survival. With the possibility of nuclear
war, combined with the growth of artificial intelligence, you may have to consider leaving for
another planet. It’s time to accelerate the changes you have only just begun.
Other than humans, no animal does experiments on other animals. How humans treat others is
often a clue to what they think of themselves. Courage is different than strength. “Humans won’t
stay with changes that they think were forced upon them. You can only change what you
understand.” Many humans don’t know what it feels like to love and be loved. The first time they
experience these feelings is with animals.
Animals don’t care what others think of them. Why do humans? Good judgement comes from
experience. Experience comes from bad judgement. Listening is not agreeing. Do humans think
they’re the only species who thinks, feels and suffers?
Many animals have more developed senses than do humans. They understand waves and
frequencies, communicate with telepathy, image, design and echolocation. Moon jellies have
been on your planet for six hundred and fifty million years. Without brains, hearts, eyes, or gills,
they communicate through design, something the human species doesn’t yet understand.
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An oyster starts out as a male and ends as a female, changing their sex every year. Sex is more
than reproduction. Why is homo sapiens the only species with concern about attraction between
same sex or gender? Penguins, bears, gorillas, flamingos, lizards, snakes, turtles, frogs, crabs,
butterflies, spiders and owls experience same sex/gender courtships, bonding, affection and
parenting. Humans are animals too. They are a very small part of the natural world.

Pre determined solutions and conventional wisdom can weigh you down. Change can be
accompanied by a great deal of grief and pain. The greatest challenges humans face are climate
and artificial intelligence.” The Woman in the Moon was heard around the world. Humanity
immediately began to forge partnerships with nature. By doing so, many individuals experienced
enchantment. Neighborhoods, cities and countries understood the urgency. Change. Hope.
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